The Land Of Boudica Prehistoric And Roman Norfolk
Eventually, you will totally discover a extra experience and talent by spending more cash. still when? reach you assume that you require to get those
all needs next having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand
even more a propos the globe, experience, some places, in the manner of history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your certainly own become old to be active reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is The Land Of Boudica Prehistoric
And Roman Norfolk below.

Through a thorough investigation of the official Roman approach towards
local revolt, author Gil Gambash answers significant questions that, until
now, have produced conflicting explanations in the literature: Was
Rome’s rule of its empire mostly based on oppressive measures, or on
the willing cooperation of local populations? To what extent did Roman
decisions and actions indicate a dedication towards stability in the
provinces? And to what degree were Roman interests pursued at the risk
of provoking local resistance? Examining the motivations and judgment
of decision-makers within the military and administrative organizations –
from the emperor down to the provincial procurator – this book
reconstructs the premises for decisions and ensuing actions that
promoted negotiation and cooperation with local populations. A groundbreaking work that, for the first time, provides a centralized view of
Roman responses to indigenous revolt, Rome and Provincial Resistance is
essential reading for scholars of Roman imperial history.
A History of Norfolk in 100 Places - David Robertson 2022-01-06
Norfolk has a wealth of important archaeological sites, historic buildings
and landscapes. This guide is the first to use them to tell the county’s
rich history. Starting with real footprints of people who lived here nearly
1 million years ago, A History of Norfolk in 100 Places will take you on a
chronological journey through prehistoric monuments, Roman forts,
medieval churches and Nelson’s Monument, right up to twentieth-

Edmund - Francis Young 2018-03-13
What buried secret lies beneath the stones of one of England's greatest
former churches and shrines? The ruins of the Benedictine Abbey of Bury
St Edmunds are a memorial to the largest Romanesque church ever built.
This Suffolk market town is now a quiet place, out of the way, eclipsed by
its more famous neighbour Cambridge. But present obscurity may
conceal a find as significant as the emergence from beneath a Leicester
car-park of the remains of Richard III. For Bury, as Francis Young now
reveals, is the probable site of the body – placed in an 'iron chest' but lost
during the Dissolution of the Monasteries – of Edmund: martyred
monarch of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of East Anglia and, well before St
George, England's first patron saint. After the king was slain by
marauding Vikings in the ninth century, the legend which grew up
around his murder led to the foundation in Bury of one of the preeminent shrines of Christendom. In showing how Edmund became the
pivotal figure around whom Saxons, Danes and Normans all rallied, the
author points to the imminent rediscovery of the ruler who created
England.
Rome and Provincial Resistance - Gil Gambash 2015-04-10
This book demonstrates and analyzes patterns in the response of the
Imperial Roman state to local resistance, focusing on decisions made
within military and administrative organizations during the Principate.
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk
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century defensive sites. With detailed entries illustrated by aerial
photographs and ground-level shots, here you will find a reliable guide to
historic places that are either open to the public, or are visible from
public roads or footpaths for you to explore.
Boudicca - Marguerite Johnson 2012-12-20
Boudicca (Boadicea), Leader of the Iceni, is synonymous with rebellion
and feminine strength, yet what we know of her is often far removed
from the time in which she lived and the early authors who first wrote
about her. In this new study, Marguerite Johnson returns to the original
sources and interrogates them in order to unearth what the ancients
thought of this most enigmatic heroine of British freedom. After a
concise overview of Boudicca and the British rebellion against Rome, she
turns to the writings of Tacitus and Dio and provides an in-depth analysis
of their views on Boudicca and her people. These readings, which form
the centrepiece of the book, are followed by an insightful series of
readings of Boudicca post-antiquity, including the scant references to her
in the writings that emerged after the fall of the Roman Empire to the
most modern re-workings of this most fascinating of historical icons.
Boudica - Caitlin C. Gillespie 2018-01-15
In AD 60/61, Rome almost lost the province of Britain to a woman.
Boudica, wife of the client king Prasutagus, fomented a rebellion that
proved catastrophic for Camulodunum (Colchester), Londinium (London),
and Verulamium (St Albans), destroyed part of a Roman legion, and
caused the deaths of an untold number of veterans, families, soldiers,
and Britons. Yet with one decisive defeat, her vision of freedom was
destroyed, and the Iceni never rose again. Boudica: Warrior Woman of
Roman Britain introduces readers to the life and literary importance of
Boudica through juxtaposing her different literary characterizations with
those of other women and rebel leaders. This study focuses on our
earliest literary evidence, the accounts of Tacitus and Cassius Dio, and
investigates their narratives alongside material evidence of late Iron Age
and early Roman Britain. Throughout the book, Caitlin Gillespie draws
comparative sketches between Boudica and the positive and negative
examples with which readers associate her, including the prophetess
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk

Veleda, the client queen Cartimandua, and the rebel Caratacus. Literary
comparisons assist in the understanding of Boudica as a barbarian,
queen, mother, commander in war, and leader of revolt. Within the
ancient texts, Boudica is also used as an internal commentator on the
failures of the emperor Nero, and her revolt epitomizes ongoing conflicts
of gender and power at the end of the Juilio-Claudian era. Both literary
and archaeological sources point towards broader issues inherent in the
clash between Roman and native cultures. Boudica's unique ability to
unify disparate groups of Britons cemented her place in the history of
Roman Britain. While details of her life remain elusive, her literary
character still has more to say.
Rethinking the Ancient Druids - Miranda Aldhouse-Green 2021-09-15
Ancient Classical authors have painted the Druids in a bad light, defining
them as a barbaric priesthood, who 2,000 years ago perpetrated savage
and blood rites in ancient Britain and Gaul in the name of their gods.
Archaeology tells a different and more complicated story of this
enigmatic priesthood, a theocracy with immense political and sacred
power. This book explores the tangible ‘footprint’ the Druids have left
behind: in sacred spaces, art, ritual equipment, images of the gods,
strange burial rites and human sacrifice. Their material culture indicates
how close was the relationship between Druids and the spirit-world,
which evidence suggests they accessed through drug-induced trance.
The Roman Invasion of Britain - Birgitta Hoffmann 2013-08-21
The purpose of this book is to take what we think we know about the
Roman Conquest of Britain from historical sources, and compare it with
the archaeological evidence, which is often contradictory. Archaeologists
and historians all too often work in complete isolation from each other
and this book hopes to show the dangers of neglecting either form of
evidence. In the process it challenges much received wisdom about the
history of Roman Britain. Birgitta Hoffmann tackles the subject by taking
a number of major events or episodes (such as Caesar's incursions,
Claudius' invasion, Boudicca's revolt), presenting the accepted narrative
as derived from historical sources, and then presenting the
archaeological evidence for the same. The result of this innovative
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approach is a book full of surprising and controversial conclusions that
will appeal to the general reader as well as those studying or teaching
courses on ancient history or archaeology.
UnRoman Britain - Dr Miles Russell 2011-09-30
When we think of Roman Britain we tend to think of a land of togas and
richly decorated palaces with Britons happily going about their much
improved daily business under the benign gaze of Rome. This image is to
a great extent a fiction. In fact, Britons were some of the least
enthusiastic members of the Roman Empire. A few adopted roman ways
to curry favour with the invaders. A lot never adopted a Roman lifestyle
at all and remained unimpressed and riven by deep-seated tribal division.
It wasn't until the late third/early fourth century that a small minority of
landowners grew fat on the benefits of trade and enjoyed the kind of
lifestyle we have been taught to associate with period. Britannia was a
far-away province which, whilst useful for some major economic
reserves, fast became a costly and troublesome concern for Rome, much
like Iraq for the British government today. Huge efforts by the state to
control the hearts and minds of the Britons were met with at worst
hostile resistance and rebellion, and at best by steadfast indifference.
The end of the Roman Empire largely came as 'business as usual' for the
vast majority of Britons as they simply hadn't adopted the Roman way of
life in the first place.
Boudica - John Arthur Davies 2009

promontory reaching out into the surrounding wetland. This volume
describes the archaeological excavation of the site and the Iron Age
settlement and Romano-British activity that was recorded there. The
wetland of the fen would have been a prominent part of everyday life at
Black Horse Farm and the book examines the way in which the site's
inhabitants utilised and exploited it. Fluctuations between dry and damp
conditions were also a prominent aspect of life at this marginal location
and the later sections examine how the population responded to these
conditions. The book examines themes including the organisation of
space within the roundhouse, the role of ditches and banks as flood
defences versus their social and defensive function, and offers
alternative interpretations for some commonly observed features at
contemporary sites. With contributions by Beta Analytic Inc., Jane
Cowgill, Nina Crummy, Julia E. Cussans, Val Fryer, Andrew Peachey,
Ruth Pelling, Carina Phillips, Rob Scaife and Maisie Taylor Illustrations
by Kathren Henry, Charlotte Davies and Caroline George
Water and Urbanism in Roman Britain - Jay Ingate 2019-03-28
The establishment of large-scale water infrastructure is a defining aspect
of the process of urbanisation. In places like Britain, the Roman period
represents the first introduction of features that can be recognised and
paralleled to our modern water networks. Writers have regularly cast
these innovations as markers of a uniform Roman identity spreading
throughout the Empire, and bringing with it a familiar, modern, sense of
what constitutes civilised urban living. However, this is a view that has
often neglected to explain how such developments were connected to the
important symbolic and ritual traditions of waterscapes in Iron Age
Britain. Water and Urbanism in Roman Britain argues that the creation
of Roman water infrastructure forged a meaningful entanglement
between the process of urbanisation and significant local landscape
contexts. As a result, it suggests that archetypal Roman urban water
features were often more related to an active expression of local hybrid
identities, rather than alignment to an incoming continental ideal. By
questioning the familiarity of these aspects of the ancient urban form, we
can move away from the unhelpful idea that Roman precedent is a

Landscapes and Artefacts - Steven Ashley 2014-07-18
Andrew Rogerson is one of the most important and influential
archaeologists currently working in East Anglia. This collection will be
essential reading for those interested in the history and archaeology of
Norfolk and Suffolk, in the interpretation of artefacts within their
landscape contexts, and in the material culture of the Middle Ages.
Iron Age Fen-Edge Settlement at Black Horse Farm, Sawtry,
Cambridgeshire - Andrew A. S. Newton 2018
Black Horse Farm is situated on the Cambridgeshire fen-edge. During
the Iron Age and early Romano-British period it occupied a low
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk
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central tenet of the current unsustainable relationship between water
and our modern cities. This monograph will be of interest to academics
and students studying aspects of Roman water management,
urbanisation in Roman Britain, and theoretical approaches to landscape.
It will also appeal to those working more generally on past human
interactions with the natural world.
Wonders Lost and Found: A Celebration of the Archaeological Work of
Professor Michael Vickers - Nicholas Sekunda 2020-02-13
Twenty-one contributions, written by friends and colleagues, reflect the
wide interests of Professor Michael Vickers; from the Aegean Bronze Age
to the use made of archaeology by dictators in the modern age. Seven
contributions relate to Georgia, where the Professor has worked most
recently, and made his home.
Roman Frontier Archaeology – in Britain and Beyond - Nick Hodgson
2022-11-25
Contributions by leading archaeologists and historians pay tribute to
Paul Bidwell, admired for his ground-breaking work both in the southwest and the military north of Roman Britain. This collection will be
essential reading for anyone with an interest in either the civil or military
aspects of Roman Britain, or the frontiers of the Roman empire.
Queen Boudica and Historical Culture in Britain - Martha Vandrei 2018
Taking a long chronological view and a wide-ranging, interdisciplinary
approach, this is an innovative and distinctive book. It is the definitive
work on the posthumous reputation of the ever-popular warrior queen of
the Iceni, Queen Boadicea/Boudica, exploring her presence in British
historical discourse, from the early-modern rediscovery of the works of
Tacitus to the first historical films of the early twentieth century. In
doing so, the book seeks to demonstrate the continuity and persistence
of historical ideas across time and throughout a variety of media. This
focus on continuity leads into an examination of the nature of history as a
cultural phenomenon and the implications this has for our own
conceptions of history and its role in culture more generally. While
providing contemporary contextual readings of Boudica's
representations, Martha Vandrei also explores the unique nature of
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk

historical ideas as durable cultural phenomena, articulated by very
different individuals over time, all of whom were nevertheless engaged in
the creative process of making history. Thus this study presents a
challenge to the axioms of cultural history, new historicism, and other
mainstays of twentieth- and twenty-first- century historical scholarship. It
shows how, long before professional historians sought to monopolise
historical practice, audiences encountered visions of past ages created
by antiquaries, playwrights, poets, novelists, and artists, all of which
engaged with, articulated, and even defined the meaning of historical
truth. This book argues that these individual depictions, variable
audience reactions, and the abiding notion of history as truth constitute
the substance of historical culture.
A Companion to the Flavian Age of Imperial Rome - Andrew Zissos
2016-03-07
A Companion to the Flavian Age of Imperial Rome provides a systematic
and comprehensive examination of the political, economic, social, and
cultural nuances of the Flavian Age (69–96 CE). Includes contributions
from over two dozen Classical Studies scholars organized into six
thematic sections Illustrates how economic, social, and cultural forces
interacted to create a variety of social worlds within a composite Roman
empire Concludes with a series of appendices that provide detailed
chronological and demographic information and an extensive glossary of
terms Examines the Flavian Age more broadly and inclusively than ever
before incorporating coverage of often neglected groups, such as women
and non-Romans within the Empire
Geschichte und Kultur der Kelten - Bernhard Maier 2012-10-10
Mit Bernhard Maier resümiert ein international anerkannter
Keltenforscher faktenreich, allgemeinverständlich und auf aktuellem
Forschungsstand unser Wissen über keltische Ereignisgeschichte,
Siedlungs- und Wirtschaftsformen, Kunst und Handwerk, Handel und
Verkehr, Sozialstruktur, Religion, Sprache sowie über Beziehungen von
keltischen und mediterranen Kulturen. Die Geschichte der Kelten reicht
weiter als zweieinhalb Jahrtausende zurück, und noch heute treffen wir
allenthalben auf Zeugnisse ihrer Kultur: Ringwälle, Schanzen und
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Hügelgräber in der freien Natur, Gebrauchsgegenstände, Schmuck,
Waffen - häufig als Grabbeigaben gehoben - in den Museen. Ihr
Lebensraum erstreckte sich vom Norden des heutigen Schottlands und
von der Iberischen Halbinsel bis ins ferne Kleinasien. Sie erscheinen in
zahlreichen antiken Schriftquellen - so in Briefen des Apostels Paulus
und in Caesars Werk Über den Gallischen Krieg. All dies hat eine
lebendige Detailforschung inspiriert, doch eine systematische
Zusammenfassung gesicherten Wissens, wie sie mit diesem Handbuch
Bernhard Maier vorlegt, hat bis jetzt gefehlt.
The Iron Age in Northern East Anglia - John A. Davies 2011
The studies contained in this volume present the latest reasearch on the
Iron Age of the part of East Anglia occupied by the Iceni, and include
work centred on both material culture and on the landscape. Topics
include pottery, coinage, aerial archaeology, a reinterpretation of
Snettisham and the representation of animals in material culture.
Boudica - Vanessa Collingridge 2012-09-30
Boudica has been immortalised throughout history as the woman who
dared take on the Romans - an act of vengeance on behalf of her
daughters, tribe and enslaved country. Her known life is a rich tapestry
of wife, widow, mother, queen and Celtic quasi-Goddess. But beneath
this lies a history both dark and shocking, with fresh archaeological
evidence adding new depth and terrifying detail to the worn-out myths.
From the proud warrior tribes of her East Anglian childhood to the
battlefields of her defeat, this is a vividly written and evocatively told
story, bringing a wealth of new research and insight to bear on one of
the key figures in British history and mythology. From the author of the
much-praised Captain Cook comes a major new historical biography; a
gripping and enlightening recreation of Boudica, her life, her
adversaries, and the turbulent era she bestrode.
The British National Bibliography - Arthur James Wells 2009

of Britannia is the first book to explore how far the countryside of Roman
Britain has survived in use through to the present day, shaping the
character of our modern countryside. Commencing with a discussion of
the differing views of what happened to the landscape at the end of
Roman Britain, the volume then brings together the results from
hundreds of archaeological excavations and palaeoenvironmental
investigations in order to map patterns of land-use across Roman and
early medieval Britain. In compiling such extensive data, the volume is
able to reconstruct regional variations in Romano-British and early
medieval land-use using pollen, animal bones, and charred cereal grains
to demonstrate that agricultural regimes varied considerably and were
heavily influenced by underlying geology. We are shown that, in the fifth
and sixth centuries, there was a shift away from intensive farming but
very few areas of the landscape were abandoned completely. What is
revealed is a surprising degree of continuity: the Roman Empire may
have collapsed, but British farmers carried on regardless, and the result
is that now, across large parts of Britain, many of these Roman field
systems are still in use.
Technologies of Enchantment? - Duncan Garrow 2012-08-02
While Celtic art includes some of the most famous archaeological
artefacts in the British Isles, such as the Battersea shield or the gold
torcs from Snettisham, it has often been considered from an art historical
point of view. Technologies of Enchantment? Exploring Celtic Art
attempts to connect Celtic art to its archaeological context, looking at
how it was made, used, and deposited. Based on the first comprehensive
database of Celtic art, it brings together current theories concerning the
links between people and artefacts found in many areas of the social
sciences. The authors argue that Celtic art was deliberately complex and
ambiguous so that it could be used to negotiate social position and
relations in an inherently unstable Iron Age world, especially in
developing new forms of identity with the coming of the Romans. Placing
the decorated metalwork of the later Iron Age in a long-term perspective
of metal objects from the Bronze Age onwards, the volume pays special
attention to the nature of deposition and focuses on settlements, hoards,

The Fields of Britannia - Stephen Rippon 2015-09-10
It has long been recognized that the landscape of Britain is one of the
'richest historical records we possess', but just how old is it? The Fields
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk
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and burials — including Celtic art objects' links with other artefact
classes, such as iron objects and coins. A unique feature of the book is
that it pursues trends beyond the Roman invasion, highlighting stylistic
continuities and differences in the nature and use of fine metalwork.
The Origin of Roman London - Lacey M. Wallace 2014
Drawing on both published and archived archaeological evidence, this
copiously illustrated book revolutionises our understanding of early
Roman London.
Britain Begins - Barry Cunliffe 2013
The story of the origins of the British and the Irish peoples, from the end
of the last Ice Age around 10,000BC to the eve of the Norman Conquest who they were, where they came from, and how they related to one
another.
The Archaeology of Roman Britain - Adam Rogers 2014-10-10
Within the colonial history of the British Empire there are difficulties in
reconstructing the lives of people that came from very different
traditions of experience. The Archaeology of Roman Britain argues that a
similar critical approach to the lives of people in Roman Britain needs to
be developed, not only for the study of the local population but also those
coming into Britain from elsewhere in the Empire who developed
distinctive colonial lives. This critical, biographical approach can be
extended and applied to places, structures, and things which developed
in these provincial contexts as they were used and experienced over
time. This book uniquely combines the study of all of these elements to
access the character of Roman Britain and the lives, experiences, and
identities of people living there through four centuries of occupation.
Drawing on the concept of the biography and using it as an analytical
tool, author Adam Rogers situates the archaeological material of Roman
Britain within the within the political, geographical, and temporal
context of the Roman Empire. This study will be of interest to scholars of
Roman archaeology, as well as those working in biographical themes,
issues of colonialism, identity, ancient history, and classics.
Boudica - Caitlin C. Gillespie 2018-01-15
In AD 60/61, Rome almost lost the province of Britain to a woman.
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk

Boudica, wife of the client king Prasutagus, fomented a rebellion that
proved catastrophic for Camulodunum (Colchester), Londinium (London),
and Verulamium (St Albans), destroyed part of a Roman legion, and
caused the deaths of an untold number of veterans, families, soldiers,
and Britons. Yet with one decisive defeat, her vision of freedom was
destroyed, and the Iceni never rose again. Boudica: Warrior Woman of
Roman Britain introduces readers to the life and literary importance of
Boudica through juxtaposing her different literary characterizations with
those of other women and rebel leaders. This study focuses on our
earliest literary evidence, the accounts of Tacitus and Cassius Dio, and
investigates their narratives alongside material evidence of late Iron Age
and early Roman Britain. Throughout the book, Caitlin Gillespie draws
comparative sketches between Boudica and the positive and negative
examples with which readers associate her, including the prophetess
Veleda, the client queen Cartimandua, and the rebel Caratacus. Literary
comparisons assist in the understanding of Boudica as a barbarian,
queen, mother, commander in war, and leader of revolt. Within the
ancient texts, Boudica is also used as an internal commentator on the
failures of the emperor Nero, and her revolt epitomizes ongoing conflicts
of gender and power at the end of the Juilio-Claudian era. Both literary
and archaeological sources point towards broader issues inherent in the
clash between Roman and native cultures. Boudica's unique ability to
unify disparate groups of Britons cemented her place in the history of
Roman Britain. While details of her life remain elusive, her literary
character still has more to say.
Nero - Anthony Everitt 2022-11-08
A striking, nuanced biography of Nero—the controversial populist ruler
and last of the Caesars—and a vivid portrait of ancient Rome “This
exciting and provocative book grabs the reader while supporting its
arguments with careful classical scholarship.”—Barry Strauss, author of
The War That Made the Roman Empire There are many infamous stories
about the Roman emperor Nero: He set fire to Rome and thrummed his
lyre as it burned. Cruel, vain, and incompetent, he then cleared the
charred ruins and built a vast palace. He committed incest with his
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mother, who had schemed and killed to place him on the throne, and
later murdered her. Nero has long been the very image of a bad ruler, a
legacy left behind by the historians of his day, who despised him. But
there is a mystery. For a long time after his death, anonymous hands laid
flowers on his grave. The monster was loved. In this nuanced biography,
Anthony Everitt, the celebrated biographer of classical Greece and
Rome, and investigative journalist Roddy Ashworth reveal the
contradictions inherent in Nero and offer a reappraisal of his life.
Contrary to popular memory, the empire was well managed during his
reign. He presided over diplomatic triumphs and Rome’s epic conquest of
Britain and British queen Boudica’s doomed revolt against Nero’s
legions. He was also a champion of arts and culture who loved music,
and he won the loyalty of the lower classes with fantastic spectacles. He
did not set fire to Rome. In Nero, ancient Rome comes to life: the
crowded streets that made it prone to fires, deadly political intrigues,
and building projects that continuously remade the city. In this teeming
and politically unstable world, Nero was vulnerable to fierce reproach
from the nobility and relatives who would gladly usurp him, and he was
often too ready to murder rivals. He had a vision for Rome, but, racked
by insecurity, perhaps he never really had the stomach to govern it. This
is the bloodstained story of one of Rome’s most notorious emperors.
Nero has become a byword for cruelty, decadence, and despotism, but in
Anthony Everitt’s hands, Nero’s life is a cautionary tale about the mettle
it takes to rule.
Conquering the Ocean - RICHARD. HINGLEY 2022
This book provides an authoritative new narrative of the Roman conquest
of Britain, from the two campaigns of Julius Caesar up until the
construction of Hadrian's Wall. It highlights the motivations of Roman
commanders and British resistance fighters during a key period of
Britain's history.
Maritime London - Anthony Burton 2022-08-30
The book looks at London’s maritime history from the establishment of
Roman Londinium to the present day. It discusses many different aspects
of life on the Thames and its connecting waterways and canals. There
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk

was a time when the River Thames was the main highway for the city,
when watermen plied their trade carrying passengers and goods in a
wide variety of craft, ranging from rowing boats to sailing barges. The
Thames was also, for many centuries, a major ship building centre, and
the story includes the construction of some iconic vessels from Henry
VIII’s flagship Henri Grace á Dieu to Isambard Brunel’s great steamship
the SS Great Eastern. London was also until recently the country’s most
important port. In the days of sail, the Port of London was crowded with
vessels and it was not until the nineteenth century that major enclosed
docks were built, a process that continued into the early years of the
twentieth century. The early nineteenth century also saw London
connected to the rest of England through a network of canals. Other
topics covered include the lifeboat service, river fire fighting forces and
the river police. The result is a colorful pageant that highlights the vital
role that London’s waterways played in the life of the capital.
A History of Roman Britain - Peter Salway 2001-05-31
'One could not ask for a more meticulous or scholarly assessment of what
Britain meant to the Romans, or Rome to Britons, than Peter Salway's
Monumental Study' Frederick Raphael, Sunday Times From the invasions
of Julius Caesar to the unexpected end of Roman rule in the early fifth
century AD and the subsequent collapse of society in Britain, this book is
the most authoritative and comprehensive account of Roman Britain ever
published for the general reader. Peter Salway's narrative takes into
account the latest research including exciting discoveries of recent
years, and will be welcomed by anyone interested in Roman Britain.
Boudica Britannia - Miranda Aldhouse-Green 2014-05-01
When Roman troops threatened to seize the wealth of the Iceni people,
their queen, Boudica, retaliated by inciting a major uprising, allying her
tribe with the neighbouring Trinovantes. The ensuing clash is one of the
most important - and dramatic - events in the history of Britain, standing
testament to what can happen when an insensitive colonial power meets
determined resistance from a subjugated people head-on. In this
fascinating account of a legendary figure, Miranda Aldhouse-Green
raises questions about female power, colonial oppression, and whether
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Boudica would be seen today as a freedom fighter, terrorist or martyr.
Boudica - Richard Hingley 2006-06-21
Boudica, or Boadicea, queen of the Iceni, led a famous revolt against
Roman rule in Britain in AD 60, sacking London, Colchester and St
Albans and throwing the province into chaos. Although then defeated by
the governor, Suetonius Paulinus, her rebellion sent a shock wave across
the empire. Who was this woman who defied Rome? Boudica: Iron Age
Warrior Queen is an account of what we know about the real woman,
from classical literature, written for the consumption of readers in Rome,
and from the archaeological evidence. It also traces her extraordinary
posthumous career as the earliest famous woman in British history. Since
the Renaissance she has been seen as harridan, patriot, freedom fighter
and feminist, written about in plays and novels, painted and sculpted,
and recruited to many causes. She remains a tragic, yet inspirational,
figure of unending interest.
Roman Britain and Where to Find It - Denise Allen 2020-09-15
An illustrated history of the best Roman sites and artefacts to be found in
Britain, for anyone wanting to discover the Roman past.
The Land of Boudica - John A. Davies 2008
Modern Archaeology is showing Norfolk to be a distinct region of
national and international significance. This book traces the story of this
area from the Ice Age and the first appearance of people, to the end of
Roman Britain. In particular it focuses on the many remarkable and
exciting discoveries made across what is now Norfolk, often through the
contribution of amateur enthusiasts. The remarkable and continuing
pace of new finds, principally in the form of individual artefacts, as well
as through the more conventional processes of aerial photography and
fieldwork, has served to transform our understanding of the county's
past in recent years. Norfolk's distinctive landscape provides a dramatic
backdrop against which the achievements of the inhabitants are
followed. Evidence is sought for the ancestors of Boudica, who
responded to a series of changes and challenges, from very earliest
prehistoric times through to the early historical period under the
Romans. Many images previously never published before and many in
the-land-of-boudica-prehistoric-and-roman-norfolk

full-colour. Dr. John Davis has been keeper of Archaeology at Norwich
Castle Museum since 1997 and is now also Chief Curator for Norfolk
Museums and Archaeology Service. He has worked as an archaeologist
in Norfolk since 1984. During the time he has been involved with the
promotion of a positive liaison between professional and amateur
archaeologist, in particular metal-detector users. He is a specialist in the
coinage of Roman Britain and has published widely on the subject of
coinage from British archaeological sites. His most recent interests
include aspects of Iron Age East Anglia and Roman Norfolk.
Kingdom, Civitas, and County - Stephen Rippon 2018-04-19
This book explores the development of territorial identity in the late
prehistoric, Roman, and early medieval periods. Over the course of the
Iron Age, a series of marked regional variations in material culture and
landscape character emerged across eastern England that reflect the
development of discrete zones of social and economic interaction. The
boundaries between these zones appear to have run through sparsely
settled areas of the landscape on high ground, and corresponded to a
series of kingdoms that emerged during the Late Iron Age. In eastern
England at least, these pre-Roman socio-economic territories appear to
have survived throughout the Roman period despite a trend towards
cultural homogenization brought about by Romanization. Although there
is no direct evidence for the relationship between these socio-economic
zones and the Roman administrative territories known as civitates, they
probably corresponded very closely. The fifth century saw some AngloSaxon immigration but whereas in East Anglia these communities spread
out across much of the landscape, in the Northern Thames Basin they
appear to have been restricted to certain coastal and estuarine districts.
The remaining areas continued to be occupied by a substantial native
British population, including much of the East Saxon kingdom (very little
of which appears to have been 'Saxon'). By the sixth century a series of
regionally distinct identities - that can be regarded as separate ethnic
groups - had developed which corresponded very closely to those that
had emerged during the late prehistoric and Roman periods. These
ancient regional identities survived through to the Viking incursions,
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the evidence for the impact of the Roman conquest of A.D. 43/44, the
settlement’s transformation into a planned Roman city is traced, and its
association with the Emperor Nero is explored. With the re-building in
masonry of the great forum basilica in the early second century, the city
reached the peak of its physical development. Defense building, first in
earthwork, then in stone in the later third century are major landmarks
of the third century, but the town can be shown to have continued to
flourish, certainly up to the early fifth century and the end of the Roman
administration of Britain. The enigma of the Silchester ogham stone is
explored and the story of the town and its transformation to village is
taken up to the fourteenth century. Modern archaeological methods have
allowed us to explore a number of themes demonstrating change over
time, notably the built and natural environments of the town, the diet,
dress, health, leisure activities, living conditions, occupations, and ritual
behavior of the inhabitants, and the role of the town as communications
center, economic hub and administrative center of the tribal ‘county’ of
the Atrebates.
Current Archaeology - 2009

whereafter they were swept away following the English re-conquest and
replaced with the counties with which we are familiar today.
Roman London's First Voices - Roger Tomlin 2016-05-31
This publication presents research into Britain's largest, earliest and
most significant collection of Roman waxed writing tablets. The
collection, which boasts the first hand-written document known from
Britain, was discovered during archaeological excavations for
Bloomberg. The formal, official, legal and business aspects of life in the
first decades of Londinium are revealed, with appearances from slaves,
freedmen, traders, soldiers and the judiciary. Aspects of the tablets
considered include their manufacture, analysis of the wax applied to
their surfaces, their epigraphy and the content of over 80 legible texts.
Silchester Revealed - Michael Fulford 2021-05-31
With its apparently complete town plan, revealed by the Society of
Antiquaries of London’s great excavation project, 1890-1909, Silchester
is one of the best known towns in Roman Britain and the Roman world
more widely. Since the 1970s excavations by the author and the
University of Reading on several sites including the amphitheater, the
defenses, the forum basilica, the public baths, a temple, and an extensive
area of an entire insula, as well as surveys of the suburbs and immediate
hinterland, have radically increased our knowledge of the town and its
development over time from its origins to its abandonment. This research
has discovered the late Iron Age oppidum and allowed us to characterize
the nature of the settlement with its strong Gallic connections and
widespread political and trading links across southern Britain, to Gaul
and to southern Europe and the Mediterranean. Following a review of
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Atlantic Europe in the First Millennium BC - Tom Moore 2011
This volume of 33 papers on the Atlantic region of Western Europe in the
first millennium BC reflects a diverse range of theoretical approaches,
techniques, and methodologies across current research, and is an
opportunity to compare approaches to the first millennium BC from
different national and theoretical perspectives.
Celtic Culture: A-Celti - 2006
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